
EVENT DESCRIPTIONS 
 

MONDAY, JULY 15 
Accuracy Kick-    Participant gets three kicks, attempting to get the ball to land as close to the  

target zone as possible. 
 

Obstacle Course-  Navigate through our obstacle course in the fastest time possible. 
 
Hula Hoop Roll- Participant gets three attempts to roll the hula hoop the furthest distance using 

any method you wish.  
 

Scooter Race-  Sit on the scooter and propel yourself towards the finish! 
 

Jumbo Cup Stacking-  It’s cup stacking on steroids!  Stack the giant cups in a series which will be  
demonstrated by our staff. 
 

Memory Ball -  Participants will be shown 2 pictures with shapes and colors (1 at a time) and 
they will race to recreate the pictures by memory. *Timed event 

 

TUESDAY, JULY 16 
Rockin’ Rollerama-  It’s our backyard take on the popular skee-ball game.  Roll the ball up the incline  

and tally points based on the container the ball lands in! 
 

Potato Sack Race-  Climb in a potato sack and jump your way to the finish. 
 
Croquet Race- Guide your ball using the mini hockey sticks through the numbered course gates. 
 
Triathlon- Bike across the basketball court, run a given distance, and scoot on the scooter 

using a “swim” motion to the finish line! 
 

Grizzly Run- Race one another like the grizzly bears do, on your hands and feet. 
 

Frisbee Distance Toss-  Participants get three attempts to throw the Frisbee as far as they can. 
 

THURSDAY, JULY 18 
Water Bucket Challenge- Transfer water from one bucket to another using a fill-up container that is full of 

holes!  Fill the empty bucket in the fastest time possible. 
 

Water Blaster Disaster-   Knock over all the containers as fast as possible using our water blasters. 
 
Home Run Derby-       Hit the ball off the tee as far as you can. The further you hit the more points you 

get 
 

Water Balloon Shot Put- In classic shot-put fashion, toss the water bomb as far as possible.   
 

Splish Splash Sponge Toss- Soak the sponge and attempt to toss it into one of a variety of buckets.  Varying 
points awarded for successful tosses into the bucket. 

 
Mini Hot Shot and Hot Shot- Participants will get 30 seconds to score points from various spots on the 

basketball course. We use smaller, kid friendly nets for the younger age groups.  
 


